Have you ever had a piano student who wanted to learn how to compose music and asked you the best way to go about it? Musical composition is not only the product of creative inspiration, but also of craft. It is the latter issue I’ll address.

Composing music, to a great degree, involves learning to create musical relationships that make various parts of a musical composition sound as though they fit well together. Foremost among these relationships is motivic unity, easily accomplished through the employment of such techniques as: repetition of a musical motive; sequence; retrograde; and interval inversion.

I ask students to first compose and notate a short one or two bar musical motive, which will then be developed through the employment of the above compositional techniques. I help the student notate that short phrase by suggesting a time signature for it, assuming the student hasn’t already determined that for himself or herself; in the process carefully reviewing the functions of the upper and lower numbers of a time signature. I then ask the student, in the subsequent one or two bars, to first create a repetition and then, in the next one or two bars, a sequence of that motive.

I explain to students that repetition is the exact duplication of the pitches and rhythm of a musical motive. Sequence is repetition but starting on a pitch other than the first pitch of the motive, and then maintaining the same interval relationships between the notes as those of the motive. Retrograde is the presentation of the pitches of a motive in backwards order, but ideally in the same rhythm as that of the motive in forwards order, to achieve a greater sense of motivic unity. Interval Inversion is the intervals of a motive presented upside down, in other words, in the opposite direction.

After each of the above compositional devices has been taught (with appropriate musical examples) from my and Dr. Martha Baker’s co-authored book Learn To Compose and Notate Music (Hal Leonard Corp, pub.), we then have students compose a short grand-staff piece employing the above devices, labeling each, and requiring the beats in both the treble and bass clefs be in vertical alignment; and ending the piece on the tonic tone or tonic chord of the major or minor-key composition, consistent with the custom and practice of tonal-music composers ending on the tonic tone or chord in order to give their music a sense of finality at the end. Then, a tempo mark should be added above the time signature, and a dynamic level should be placed between the grand-staff staves, to the very first note of the composition. A title may then be added, and the piece can be played, if desired, either by the teacher or the student.

When I critique a student’s work, I am less interested in the content, and very much more interested in notational accuracy, such as stem direction, stem length, and placement of rests; checking that each bar fulfills the rhythmic demand of the time signature, that each bar has begun and ended with a single bar line, and that a double bar line appears at the end.

In our follow-up book, Composing at the Piano (Hal Leonard Corp, pub.), we teach students various altered forms of sequence, such as rhythmic diminution and rhythmic augmentation (in which durational values are made respectively smaller or larger); as well as intervallic diminution and intervallic augmentation (in which intervals are made respectively smaller or larger between the notes, than occurs between the intervals of the original motive.) Students may then wish to incorporate these devices in their future pieces.

We have found the above creative approach to the teaching of music notation to be an immensely effective additional method of reinforcing and enhancing the learning of fundamentals of music, whose principal details students learn from an outstanding two-volume (Workbook and Rhythm Reader) textbook, The Music Kit, 4th Edition, by Tom Manoff (W.W. Norton, pub.), required texts in my Fundamentals of Music college courses at NYC’s Pace University.
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